


IT'S WORKING 

In 2007 we had an idea - more of 

a dream really - to help teachers 

get real world learning into 

schools with useful and engaging 

teaching resources. 

Ten years later, as the 

Cool Australia network spreads 

beyond 75,000 teachers in

76 % of Australian schools

activating 1.7 million engaged 

students, we know that our 

resources are working and what 

we do makes a difference. 

Cool Australia's goal is for students to be empowered change 

agents able to identify and solve world issues. 

We do this by providing a comprehensive on line portfolio of 

best practice learning activities and resources free of charge, to 

educators who become designers of exceptional learning for all 

young Australians. 

Teachers become powerful catalysts for change. Using our 

materials teachers inspire students deeply engaging them in 

education and challenging them to reach their potential. 

What a cool future. 

Jason Kimberley, CEO, Cool Australia. 
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Our Vision





Our Work 

1. Curriculum Resources

We create high quaJ.ity AustraJ.ian Curriculum-aJ.igned 

units of work, lesson plans, worksheets and learning 

activities on a wide range of topics for teachers. 

These resources have a solid action-based pedagogy-, are 

online, free to access and endorsed by leading 

educationaJ. bodies. 

2. Professional Development

We build teacher confidence and skills in Early Learning, 

Primary and Secondary through interactive, creative 

and accredited online professionaJ. development courses 

and webinars. 

3. Enviroweek

Our nationaJ. schools campaign, Enviroweek, is a 

year of action and a week of celebration with 

more then 300,000 Aussie kids making an 

impact in their community. 

We find cool ways te criticaJ.lY- engage, · volve 
��-

ana. switch on young AustraJ.ians to learn for life. 
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BECAUSE THE QUALITY of 

EDUCATION LIVES in EVERY 

TEACHER 

§§§
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Teachers need reliable, cool, age-
appropriate, curriculum-aligned REAL WORLD
stuff to help them at the chalkface.



Since we started in mid 2016 we have provided more
than 10,600 professional development ours to
teachers across Australia to help create vibrant learning cultures. 



3. Enviroweek: Our National Campaign

Enviroweek teaches Aussie kids smart ways to live 

for a sustainable future. 

The program enrols students to take real action on 

waste, water, gardening, energy and health 

projects. They see the immediate impact of their 

good choices - for themselves, their families and their 

schools. 

Enviroweek is a year of action and a week of 

celebration. More than 1,150,000 Aussie kids have 

participated since 2009. 
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"Enviroweek takes us from awareness to 
action, and from promotion to 

participation. To make an impact not 
from ignorance but from intelligent 

choices, and for our energy and 
enthusiasm to show others in our wider 

community that it is very easy to be 
responsible for your environment and 
that it can be a fun learning activity." 

Clovelly Public School 

Waste-free Warriors 

Waverley, NSW 
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Teachers Health



Great Friends (C'mancial and in-kind 

supporters) 

These guys have believed in us for 8 years, been our 

mentors and are always there for us. Thank you. 

6a Foundation, Adobe, AFL, Australian Environmental 

Grantmakers Network, Blue Illusion, Equity Trustees, 

Foxtel, Frontier Media, Google, Hive Legal, Jagen, Lord 

Mayor's Charitable Trust, Mamamia, Mkt. Communica

tions, Multi Channel Network, Network Ten, News 

Limited, Perpetual, SES, Seven, Stadia Media, Sunshine 

Foundation, Sweeney Research, The Eardas Foundation, 

The Caledonia Foundation, The Calvert-Jones Founda

tion, The Fouress Foundation, The Fox Family 

Foundation, The Graeme Wood Foundation, The Ian 

Potter Foundation, The Kimberley Family Foundation, 

The Nature Conservancy, Thyne Reid, TLA (Australia), 

Trumpet, Val Morgan, Yulgilbar Foundation. 

School Friends (education partners) 

These guys get our creative juices flowing. 

They are our daily go-tos and our funnest playmates. 

We can't imagine a future without them. 

Arena Media, Artology, Australian Association for 

Environmental Education, Australian Human Rights 

Commission, Board of Studies, Teaching & Educational 

Standards, Catholic Education, Clean Up Australia, 

Clean Up Schools, Department of Education & Training 

Victoria, Dumbo Feather, Environment Education 

Victoria, Good Pitch, Goodstart Early Learning, 
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Hydro Tasmania, Independent Education Union, 

Mirvac, Mobile Muster, NAILSMA, Northern Pictures, 

Planet Ark, Reconciliation Australia, Shark Island 

Productions, Sustainability Victoria, Teacher Learning 

Network, TES UK, The Australian Education Union, The 

Nature Conservancy, TTA (Teacher Training Australia), 

WWF-Australia, Zoos Victoria. 
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THE NATURE CONSERVANCY & Cool 

Cool Burning 

The Challenge: Soil erosion, bushfires, depletion of 
natural resources and caring for Country. 

Our Response: Cool Australia partners with scientists 

(The Nature Conservancy), Indigenous communities 
(Fish River) and Indigenous educators (North Australian 
Indigenous Land and Sea Management Alliance) to take 
the management of Country - using fire - into 
classrooms. 

Inqjgenous rangers use the 'firestick farming' strategy 
to manage and protect the huge tracts of fire 
dependent ecosystems in Australia. The Cool Burning 
resources allow kids to explore the diversity in histories 
and cultures among Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders, watch how- elders pass traditional knowlea.ge 
on to their children and observe the interconnectedness 
between people, places and environment. 

Students also learn to find their place within this im
portant Australian story. 
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The Impact: The Cool Burning series allows students 
to understand the value of Indigenous knowledge, that 
different peoples have different ideas about what the 
future should look like and understand that these 
differences can be used to give strength to the vision 
and meaning of our future. 

The Cool Burning resources have been accessed more 
than 26,270 times, resulting in 525,000 students 
learning about Indigenous land management. 

Our Partner Says: 

"This wonderful teaching tool builds students' 
understanding of the cultural, spiritual, economical 
and environmental benefits that this knowledge 
brings to both the people and the landscape in which 
we all live." 

Michael Looker - The Nature Conservancy 
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Magna Carta 
The Challenge: To make human rights a reality for 
everyone, everywhere, every day. 

Our Response: To mark the 800th anniversary of 
Magna Carta, the Australian Human Rights Commission 
partnered with us to extend the reach of their inter
active video Magna Carta: The Story of Our Freedom. 
The resources develop students' understanding about 
the evolution of human rights since 1215 and how these 
ideas have shaped key features of Australian democracy, 
such as the values of freedom, e uality, fairness and 

justice. 

Students learn that even today our hard fought rights 
are not always protected equally for every person. They 
learn that there are many ways to defend our rights and 
that it's ajob for everyone. 

The Impact: The Cool Australia - AHRC partnership is 
helping a generation of kids tap into empathy andjustice 
- and give them the means to act upon it.
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Our Partner Says: 

"With values such as empathy, collaboration and real 
world learning there was a close synergy with the 
work of the Australian Human Rights Commission. 
Early in 2016 we had the opportunity to partner 
with Cool Australia to refine and share our Magna 
Carta resources with more teachers and students 
across Australia. With a reach nearing so,ooo 
teachers it was an obvious partnership for the 
Commission. Injust a few months, our animated 
video, interactive timeline and lesson plans have 
reached more than 1,200 schools. Collaborating with 
Cool Australia has been a very positive experience 
and we hope to have another opportunity to team up 
with them in the future." 

Professor Gillian Triggs, President of the Australian 
Human Rights Commission 
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Key Research Findings 

Teachers tell us that our resources are working.
They build teacher confidence and capacity, save
time and engage young people in real world learning.

ACER 2011: Evaluation of Cool Australia Pilot

After embedding Cool Australia lessons into their
teaching:

1#. Teachers reported feeling more confident
and as a result thought themselves to be better

teachers.

1#.Teachers reported demonstrable behaviour
change (both at home and at school) in students
around water, waste, energy and biodiversity.

Sweeney 2014: Cool Australia Resources
Evaluation

�85% of teachers save time using our resources.
Students understanding of topics improved 10
fold.
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Lonergan 2018: Online Resource Evaluation
Report

11-Our resources helped 99% of students acheive
their learning outcomes.

1#.0ur resources helped 95% of students get prepared
to take action.

Professional Development Post Course
Evaluation 2018

1#-85% of teachers said they felt confident to very
confident about teaching content after completing
our PD courses.

1#-100% of teachers who took our PD courses would
recommend them to others.

Research in 2016/ 17
11- '# Social Impact.... �
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Lonergan 2016/17: 
Cool Australia’s Social Impact

Impact on Teachers
After using Cool Australia’s resources on 
environmental and social topics:

98% report that the resources have had, to some 
extent, a positive social impact on them personally
42% of frequent users rate at least 8/10 the extent of 
positive social impact on them personally
86% of teachers expanded their perspective 
81% changed their behaviour 

91% of teachers report increasing their knowledge 
87% feel more confident teaching these topics
84% consider themselves better teachers of social 
and environmental sustainability

Lonergan 2016/17: 
Cool Australia’s Social Impact
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Impact on Students
After using Cool Australia’s resources 
environmental and social topics:

99% report that the resources have had to some 
extent, a positive social impact on their students 
39% of frequent users rate at least 8/10 the extent 
of the positive social impact on on their students
77% observed behaviour change 
72% report an increased preparedness to take 
action
88% of teachers say that their students’ awareness 
and knowledge improved 
82% saw an improvement in critical thinking skills 
and a change in attitude in their students

83% of teachers share, print or store their 
downloaded resources.
After downloading a resource it is used on average 
4 times in a school year.
98% of members who have used film-based 
lessons agree that film-based resources help to 
engage students on social/environmental issues.
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